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CO-CREATED INTERACTIVE COURSEWARE

•A social learning environment 

•Students help each other learn

•Track their own progress 

•Co-creation of interactive textbooks 

•Learning analytics



CO-CREATED INTERACTIVE COURSEWARE

There is significant evidence that dialogic and 
socially constructive pedagogical strategies, 
even asynchronous ones, support student 
learning (e.g. Abuhassna et al., 2020; Narang, 
Yadav & Rindfleisch, 2022).



CO-CREATED INTERACTIVE COURSEWARE

Co-creation as an “enactment of creation 
through interactions”

Ramaswamy & Ozcan, 2018, p196



CO-CREATED INTERACTIVE COURSEWARE

The platform

What do students get?

What do educators get?



LEARNING ANALYTICS
A crucial aspect of implementing co-creation or 
interactive software is that it creates data traces that can 
be used to measure aspects of learning behaviour in 
real-time, at an individual level, with minimal overhead

(Hardy, Dixon & Hsi, 2020). 



LEARNING ANALYTICS
Learning Analytics is “the measurement, collection, 
analysis and reporting of data about learners and their 
contexts, for purposes of understanding and optimising 
learning and the environments in which it occurs” 

(Long & Siemens, 2011 p1)



LEARNING DASHBOARD SOLUTIONS
STUDENTS
• Progress: how much of the course material have I accessed or 

completed

• Positionality with respect to peers or against teacher expectations. 
Levels of activity, progress, achievement, etc.

• Individual activity: What have I engaged in?

• Individual achievements. What have I completed? (potential for 
gamification)

• Social interactions among the stakeholders

• “What’s hot?” – what are others working on right now?



LEARNING DASHBOARD SOLUTIONS
EDUCATORS

• Progress or activity (time spent, progress in the learning trajectory, 
navigation patterns, etc.) of students or groups and of individual students

• Student achievement. Further learning can be designed based on the 
progress made, or the difficulties exposed – i.e. where students are 
struggling.

• Social Learning Analytics can also provide interesting insights into 
classroom dynamics and activities for a teacher to identify the roles 
individual students take and make for themselves

• “What’s Hot?” – teachers can choose to engage or not in-the-moment, 
and decide whether to use this as a learning point in the following in-class 
session.



CAVEATS

•Fears, misuse, coercion, surveillance, dataveillance, 
‘gaming the system’…



OUR CHAPTER: DELPHI FINDINGS

• This systematic approach allows a panel of 
experts to respond to questions and share 
views. Van Teijlingen et al. (2006, p249) 
note that the Delphi method “aims to gather 
consensus of opinion, attitudes and choice 
about a topic from a selected panel without 
the need for people to meet”. Delphi does 
not seek data or information. Rather the 
chosen experts respond individually to a 
series of researcher-developed, open-ended 
questions, prompts or provocations. Brady 2015; Fish & Busby 2005; Hasson et 

al. 2003; Okoli & Pawlowski 2004; Rowe et 
al. 1991). 



OUR CHAPTER: DELPHI FINDINGS
DESIGN

First round: quantitative results from multiple-choice questions 

Thematic analysis of open responses 

Second round: proposal for consensus and further comments

The first Delphi round collected responses from 42 participants. The 
second Delphi round was completed by 25 participants from Spain, 
Chile, Croatia, Portugal, Belgium, the USA, UK, Palestine, Australia, 
the Netherlands, and Germany.



5 SECTIONS; STRONG CONSENSUS

1. Stakeholders for Learning Analytics

2. From data to analytics

3. From analytics to insights

4. From insights to action

5. Privacy and ethics & Implementation and cost



CONSENSUS FROM 2ND ROUND OF DELPHI

Strongly agree Agree
Neither agree 
nor disagree

Disagree
Strongly 
disagree

1 26.3% 57.9% 15.8% 0.0% 0.0%

2 15.8% 68.4% 10.5% 5.3% 0.0%

3 36.8% 63.2% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

4 26.3% 68.4% 0.0% 5.3% 0.0%

5 26.3% 63.2% 10.5% 0.0% 0.0%

Av. 26.3% 64.2% 7.4% 2.1% 0.0%



FOUR CONCLUSIONS

ONE
Learning Analytics should be built and deployed such that it is
pedagogically well-grounded and that insights that are not 
pedagogically-grounded are prevented as much as possible. This 
means, in practice, that educators will have to work with 
policymakers to make these decisions. Ideally, these conversations 
will take place with the edtech firms who are designing these LA 
platforms/dashboards.



FOUR CONCLUSIONS

TWO
Learning Analytics data that is presented to the users can be hard 

to interpret or even misinterpreted or overinterpreted. It is vital 
then that stakeholders collaborate on deciding what it is necessary 
to know and how that is presented, and that educators make 
crucial decisions about what to do with the information they 
receive. We cannot reduce learning to LA alone.



FOUR CONCLUSIONS

THREE
Educators need to ensure that particular student groups are not 
left out. Not every student prefers online learning, but the 
opportunities afforded to learners – and educators – online have 
the potential to support a wider range of students than the 
mainstream. However, educators and course designers need to be 
aware of issues such as digital poverty, affordability, and access 
to the internet to ensure fair and equitable provision.



FOUR CONCLUSIONS

FOUR
Finally, the insights from Learning Analytics might not be 

actionable, or a stakeholder might decide either not to take 
action or to act inappropriately. The insights may also not be 
clear-cut, leading to indecision or dispute amongst educators. 
None of these are easily designed out of LA. If a student does not 
engage yet scores 85% on an assignment, should they be 
punished for not participating online? Who is the learning for in 

  



FINAL THOUGHTS
•Context is vital.

•We must give higher weighting to the human over the digital 
aspects of HDI. 

•Data can support theories and make bold, positivist claims, but 
understanding and interpreting the nuances and the sometimes 
incoherent story they tell requires us to understand contexts and 
exercise judgment.

•Human-data interaction must never become decision-making 
driven solely by data.
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